VAULT CLOUD VMS

From physical to digital credentials is another example of how FALCO is embracing a philosophy of sustainability and dematerialization in its security and access control offerings.

Face Recognition
Face technology is fast and accurate, instantly validating identity in order to protect access to sensitive areas. Vault Cloud VMS offers state of the art integrated facial recognition technology and Vault VMS apps for visitor to register and administrator or tenant to invite the user. Visitors can send up to 3 photos of their face and register it into our system.

License Plate Recognition
Another interesting feature for Vault Cloud VMS integrate with vehicle licence plate number recognition for administrator to handle visitor parking. When booking a visit, a visitor can provide their car license plate number and receive access which would securely grant access to the parking garage.

Dynamic QR Code
It is clear that using QR codes in place of traditional entry systems can both improve visitor management and contribute towards dematerialization. Dynamic QR Code will be generate from Vault VMS apps and renewed for certain time for security concern.
Visitor Enrolment using Vault Cloud VMS apps

**Invitation Process Flow**
1. Tenant sends invitation
2. Visitor receives email link
3. Visitor face management
4. Visitor accepts invitation
5. Visitor receives QR code
6. Visitor has access

**Pre-Register Process Flow**
1. Visitor signs up
2. Visitor vehicle plate no.
3. Visitor face management
4. Date and time
5. Request to resident
6. Resident approves
7. Visitor has access
VAULT VMS KIOSK
When planning for welcoming visitors and guests, Vault VMS kiosk manages self check-in to notifying admin of visitor arrivals and departure with ensuring all appropriate health, safety and legal requirements are met. VAULT VMS Kiosk focusing on enhancing revenue growth and service quality at a reduce operating cost. This powerful, self-supporting unit allows visitors, contractors and guests to check-in, capture photos and print visitor badges without requiring receptionists assistance.

Capture Photos
Face technology is fast and accurate, instantly validating identity in order to protect access to sensitive areas. Vault VMS Kiosk capture 3 photos of their face and register it into our system.

License Plate Recognition
Another interesting feature for VMS Kiosk is integration with vehicle licence plate number. After registration, visitor securely grant access to the parking garage.

Dynamic QR Code
It is clear that using QR codes in place of traditional entry systems can both improve visitor management and contribute towards dematerialization.